
Geographic Flexibilities with  
Unlimited Career Possibilities
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USPTO is a telework leader within the federal workforce, with more than 10,899 
employees working remotely, full-time, from all 50 states, D.C., and U.S. territories.
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“Because of the excellent communication tools 
provided by the USPTO, I feel that I am able to function as 
an examiner as effectively as if I were still in the office.”
 —PATENT EXAMINER
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“When the announcement came 
out in May 2019 that telework 

options were expanding to 
include Hawaii, one thought 
came immediately to mind:  

“I am going home.”
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Tiffany C.
TRADEMARK 

LEGAL POLICY  
ATTORNEY



“I work at a window with a view of the 
Chugach Mountains and the high 
school I attended in Anchorage. The 
morning sky is often pink, orange, 
and gold as the sun rises behind the 
mountains. I am grateful for the glorious 
natural beauty that surrounds me.”
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Carol S.
TRADEMARK  
EXAMINING  
ATTORNEY



“When I moved to Denver, I was 
able to do work that I love in a 
place that I love. The flexibility the 
USPTO provides allows me to do 
a job I enjoy without sacrificing in 
other areas of my life.”
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Allison B.
SUPERVISORY

PATENT
EXAMINER 



“The agency’s new telework and expanded 
flexible schedule programs have 
allowed me to adapt to my evolving  
needs to balance my personal and 
professional lives by affording me  
greater flexibility to work where  
and when I need.”
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Peter C.
SUPERVISORY  

PATENT 
EXAMINER



“Teleworking gives me the best of 
both worlds with the opportunity 

to work with my colleagues in 
Dallas while still having increased 

time at home. Plus, I have two 
boys so the flexibility allows  

me to keep up with their 
sports schedules!”
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Stacey W.
ADMINISTRATIVE 

PATENT JUDGE



“I get to see my kids much 
more than I would if  
I had to spend hours  

a day in traffic...”
—PATENT EXAMINER
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James W.
ASSISTANT REGIONAL 

DIRECTOR OF 
USPTO’S MIDWEST  

REGIONAL 
OFFICE

“Telework has transformed the culture 
of the USPTO: it has contributed 
to increased productivity while 
reducing stress. It has expanded our 
understanding of work-life balance 
which allows us to be more engaged  
with our families and communities.”
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“Teleworking allows me to live in an 
area with a lower cost of living, where 
I can be close to my aging parents.” 

—ADMINISTRATIVE PATENT JUDGE
WORK from
HOME NATIONWIDE



USPTO

USPTO.gov @uspto
@usptojobs

uspto.gov/blog 

@usptoUSPTOvideo

Want to learn more about jobs at the USPTO? 
Inquire here: www.uspto.gov/jobs and Recruitment@uspto.gov

Follow the USPTO on social media!




